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Designing Illustrations

Abstract

Illustrations are thought to be a critical part of text-based

CBVE instructional materials. But procedures for creating instruc-

tional text illustrations are not explicit in the literature.

Therefore, an illustration design model was developed requiring devel-

opers to consider how target learners study illustrated text, to use

data regarding learner illustration requirements, and to apply four

steps in order to produce illustration specifications. These steps

address the events of instruction to be provided or supported, and the

locations, content, and learning cues for each illustratiOn. Illus-

tration design principles were derived from recent literature to

support these steps.

Three sets of illustrations for the same CBVE automotive mechan-

ics assembly procedure were developed to evaluate the model: seven

"learner-based" illustrations using the complete model; ten developer-

based illustrations using the model without learner data; and.one

"typical" illustration. To assess the learning effects of the model's

use, 173 students were.randomly assigned to one of the three treat-

ments. Students took a vocabulary test, siiidied their illustrated

assembly procedure, completed a multiple-choice posttest, and answered

questions about their study of the illustrations (visualization).

Thirty-seven students were randomly selected to also perform the

assembly procedure.
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Few differential effects among the three treatments were found.
Pro

Students studying the "learner-based" illustrations did no better than

the others on the posttest. Analysis of covariance suggested that

students studying the developer - based" illustrations. performed thefts,

assembly significantly better (J1 4.05). No interactions related to

vocabulary or visualization scores were found. Chi-square analyses of

individual posttest and assembly items revealed significant-differ-

ences which could be related to the treatment illustrations.' Visuali-

zation scores correlated significantly wi.h overall posttest and

assembly results,. Vocabulary correlated significantly only with over-

all posttest results.

Based on the results, the model seems useful and relevant to

designing illustrations; howevei., the use of learner input is not

necessary. It was also concluded that CBVE technical procedure illus-

trations should focus on difficult performance aspects; that training

in the study of illustrations could improve students' written and per-

formance test results; and that further applicationsfof the revised

model should be evaluated.

J
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4.

Designing Illustrations for CBVE Technical Procedures

In.CBVE tc,hnihl training programs, the instructor mainly

organizes and manages the learning system and evaluates learner per-

-forminces. Text materials typically must be responsible for a large

proportion'of the instructional load, presenting information, con-

cepts, procedures, review and practice, tests, feedback and direc-

tions. Many varieties of learning are required, but procedures are

central to the competencies being learned. And in the learning of

procedures illustrations play a critical role (Butler, 1982).

The design of illustrations for use with text-based CBVE instruc-

tional materials should properly be the responsibility of the instruc-

tional developer (Duchastel, 1978). But the developer who looks to

the various models of design and media selection will not find pre-

scriptive procedures on how to accomplish this task. Instead, models

simply state that the developer should "write the prescriptions".in

the medium.

Turning to the literature for guidance, the developer can be

equally frustrated. There it a paucity of what Briggs (Note 1) terms

"culture four" research, i.e. research representing both good experi-

mental and instructional design, from which generalizations regarding

illustrations can be drawn. Indeed, the research situation involving

illustrations and text seemed so bleak to Duchastel (1980) that he

wrote: "if the reseach is taken at face value, it is not difficult to

begin. believing that illustrations are really not very important in

assisting learning" (p. 283).
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A comprehensive review and synthesis of the text illustration

research by Levie and Lentz (1982) offers a number of generalizations

regarding use of illustrations which are not quite as pessimistic.

They conclude that "illustrations can help learners understand and

remember what they read and can perform a variety of other instruc-

tional functions" (p. 226). Not prescriptive but certainly encourag-

ing.

A number of researchers have attempted to categorize illustra-

tions in terms of their functions Brody, 1982; Duchastel, 1978; Levie

and Lentz, 1982; Lewin, 1979). Research, th* believe, should focus

on what an illustration does or is supposed to do in the context of

its use with text. The conclusion that illustrations must also be

designed with these particular functions in mind is obvious.

What seems to be ,lacking, therefore, is a procedure or model for

developing functional illustrations for both research and practice.

The purpose of this research was to formulate such a model for use

with instructional text, and then to evaluate its use by designing

illustrations for a CBVE automotive mechanics procedure.

The illustration Design Model

The proposed illustration design model is based on the strategy

of using illustrations to support and/or provide the events of

instruction (Gagne tf Briggs, 1979) in text instructional materials.

The model contains four prescriptive steps, as follows:

Step Use the events of instruction to determine the.functions

that illustrations will support or perform.
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Step 2! Identify locations in the text materials where these

functions are required.

Step 3: Determine the content of each illustration.

Step 4: Determine the learning cues to be used in and with each

illustration.

To help instructional developers accomplish these four steps,

series of decision, perception,. and memory principles were derived

from recent instructional design and development literature (Appendix

A). The decision prin6ples are "how -toy" statements and are organized

by instructional event and, for presenting stimulus-material, by

learned capability. The perception and memory prthcipies; derived

from Fleming and Levie's (1978) Instructional Message Design, focus on

mental processes in order to facilitate design of illustrations from

which information and skills can be learned and remembered. The three

sets of principles were reviewed by a panel of seven instructional

designers, who affirmed the principles' relevance to the design of

illustrations.

Processes of collecting and using information about and from

learners regarding illustrations were also proposed. Guidelines for

the processes were based on two ideas. First, collecting data about

how the target learners use illustrated text to learn will help the
4

developer produce illustrated text materials generally appropriate to

the learner audience. Second, collecting specific learner input about

the illustrations required with specific text will facilitate design-

ing an appropriate number of illustrations containing the appropriate

content.
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Evaluation of the Model

The usefulness of the illustration design model was evaluated by

using the model to illustrate a_CEIVE procedure in automotive mechanics

and by then comparing the learning effects of use of different ver-

sions of the procedure.

Development of materials. An automotive mechanics procedure was

chosen, partially in response to Brodyls (1982) criticism of most

picture-text research as lacking ecological validity, involving

typicai materials and situations. The procedure, assembly of a

starter motor, was selected, developed, and then evaluated by having

students use it'to do the assembly. Reading level was checked using

the Raygor (Note 2) and Color (1973) procedures, and found appro-

priate for secondary and post-secondary students.

Investigation of how automotive mechanics students study proce-

dures and use illustrations suggested the following strategy for

illustrating automotive mechanics procedures. (a) The illustrations

should clearly represent the overall procedure. Illustrating all the

important steps will facilitate review. (b) To encourage use of the

illustration, all steps supported by visuals shuu:d reference them.

(c) Each illustration should provide sufficient detail and cues so the

students can imagine doing the procedure. (d) All the unfamiliar

parts and tools used should be identified and labeled in at least one

illustration. (e) Cues should be kept simple. (f) Unfamiliar symbols

should be laoeled or explained.
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The development involved preparing three different versions of

the assembly procedureall with the same text. Version I, containing

one exploded-view litie drawing, represents a "typical" automotive

assembly procedure. It served to produce baseline dati for comparing

the instructional effects of the "designed" Versions II and III.

Version II, termed "designer-based," involved the researcher

following the model to make all the illustration decisions on what

functions they would serve, where they were located, their content,

and their learning cues. Ten line drawings were specified and

created, making use of the design strategy described earlier, applying

30 of the perception, memory and decision principles.

Version III, termed "learner-based," also involved using the

model. Learner data regarding where illustrations were required and

their content and learning cues were collected and used in the deci-

sion making process, however. Seven line drawings, including one

exploded view, were specified and created, making use of the design

strategy, the learner data and 25 of the perception, memory and design

principles. The three versions are contained in Appendix B.

Verification of application of the model. Verification of use of

the model was necessary to demonstrate that the illustrations in Ver-

sions II and III are not idiosyncratic and that differences in results

were due to application of the model. Each version was reviewed by

three instructional designers who judged the extent to which the

illustrations provided or supported .the events of instruction' claimed

and whether proper use of the principles listed was evident in the

illustrations. The three reviewers of Version II also rated the
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extent to which the text associated with each illustration required

illustrating. The reviewers of Version III rated the decision rules

related to using the learner data and also the decisions made from the

data.

The reviewers verified application of the model for both

versions. There was some disagreement regarding support or provision

of the intended instructional events, but ratings on evidence of ap-

plication of the principles were quite consistent. In addition, the

reviewers of Version III showed basir agreement with the decisions

made involving learner data. Thus, Versions II and III represent

different applications of the illustration design model.

Development of instruments. To assess the effects of the three

versions, a multiple choice posttest, a performance checklist, a ques-

tionnaire, a student data form, and a vocabulary test were developed

and validated. The reliability was checked as appropriate.

The.posttest, containing 20 text and art related items, was based

on a task analysis of the procedure (Dick & Carey, 1978), from which

objectives and entry skills were derived. The performance checklist

containing 29 items was alsO' based on the task anlysis. The illustra-

tion questionnaire assessed attitudes toward the materials (items 1-8)

and the extent to which leark4rs took a "visual" approach to studying

the assembly procedure (visualization score, items 10-13).

The student data form, was used to select students who had no

experience regarding.starter assembly and to collect data about them.

The vocabulary test was used as a measure of verbal ability.

11
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Where appropriate,, the reliability coefficients for these instru-

ments were computed and found to be satisfactory.

Research design and procedures. A posttest-only control group

desfIn was used (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). The basic research ques-

tion was: to what extent did use of the ilfustration design model

result in illustrations'which facilitated learning? The three com-

parisons possible wrong the three versions (II-I, III-I, led

to 10 hypotheses being proposed regarding visualization scores and

total posttest score3, art and text posttest subscores, opinion

responses, performance checklist scores, time spent studying, time

spent 'assembling and posttest-visualization-vocabulary interactions.

A total of 173 students from 15 high school, vo-tech center, and

community college automotive mechanics classes were selected and ran-

domly assigned to study one of the three versions of the procedure.

Students were first given the vocabulary test. They then studied

their assigned version, completed the posttest and answered the ques-

tionnaire. Randomly selected students (a total of 37) then performed

the assembly while being evaluated using the performance checklist.

Study time and performance time were recorded for each student.

Experimental results. No significant differences in visualiza-

tion score (questionnaire items 10-13) were found among the treatment

groups which studied Vei.sions I, Ii, and III. Interesting correlation

results were found among a number of variables. Posttest scores

corrected significantly 4 .05) with vocabulary and visualization

12
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scores, study time, end age. Performance checklist scores, however,

correlated significantly only with visualization scores and age, and

not with vocabulary scores or study time.

Two significant results OE (.05) were found among the dependent

variables. Based on analyses of covariance, total posttest scores

among the treatments were not significant, nor were the text posttest

subscores. For the art posttest, significant differences in adjusted

means in favor of Versions I and III over Version II were found.

Chi-square analyses of the answers to the Questionnaire items

revealed no significant differences. Analyses of variance showed no

significant differences among study time and performance time results.

Analysis of variance of the posttest scores by version, high-low

vocabLye, lciel and high-low visualization score also showed no

significant interactions among treatment groups.

An analysis of covariance was also run for performance checklist

scores, resulting in a significant treatment F ratio (l 4.05).

Significant differences in adjusted performance checklist means were

found in favor of Version II over I and III.

Furtherchi-square anlayses run on both the posttest and the per-

formance checklist revealed several significant (L < .10) results.

The significant art subscore result for Version I over Version II was

found to be related to significant differences in answering three

questions related to parts identification. The difference found in
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favor of Version II over Versions I and on the performance check-

list was related to significant differences in five checklist items,

each of which was in turn related to differences in illustration con-

tent and cues.

Discussion and Recommendations

One study can neither completely establish nor refute the useful-

ness of a model. However, the evidence collected suggested conclu-

sions related to the research questions asked, to the illustration of

technical procedures, to the revision of the model, and to future

research.

Research questions and revision of the model. Based on the

experimental results, use of the illustration design model steps, the

principles, and the strategies derived from learner interviews seemed

to produce better performance on the assembly but not better posttest

results, when compared to the typically illustrated procedure. Use of

the specific learner input with the design model, principles and

strategies, however, did not produce any significantly different

learning results.

The experimental and review results did support the usefulness of

the three sets of principlegfand the use of knowledge of the target

learners' processing of illustrated text. The four steps were found

to be not discretely applied; the function/location and content/cues

,steps were often considered together. The collection and use of

14
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target learner input regarding their specific requirements for illus-

trations was not supported, and was therefore dropped from the model.

Student input regarding illustrations is Probably best obtained during

one-to-one formative evaluation of the materials (Dick, 1977).

Technical procedure conclusions. Generalizability of the results

to all CBVE technical procedure learning is somewhat limited for two

reasons. (a) The study pattern used in the experiment was not quite

typical. Cb) The starter assembly was an incomplete example, involv-

ing little cognitive processing and relatively gross motor skills.

Several conclusions regarding illustrating technical procedures may be

drawn, however, (a) Exploded-view illustrations may be best for teach-

ing component identification. (b) To facilitate correct first-time
14r

performance, complex, difficult steps should be separately illus-

trated. (c) Illustrations seemed to have greater effects on perfor-

mance than on posttest results, suggesting illustrations should focus

on the procedure rather than on cognitive enabling objectives.

Recommendations for further research. Recommendations include

replication, design model research, and learning research. (a) Using

both similar and more complex procedures in automotive mechanics or

other CBVE technical areas, more data related to illustration--

performance effects should be collected. (b) Version II should be

revised based on student formative evaluation input and tried with

students. (c) Multiple designer use of the model should be attempted

in order to understand idiosyncratic effects of use ofAhe model.

(d) Other CBVE technical content areas should be investigated.

(e) Since visualization scores were significantly correlated with both

15
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posttest and performance checklist results, training students to

better use illustrations should be researched. (f) Further investi-

gation of him students use illustrations as compared with their

intended functions, would provide valuable insight into the extent to

which illustrations can really be "designed."

16
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APPENDIX A

Decision, Memory and Perception Principles

6
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Illustration Decision Principles1

Event 1: Gaining and maintaining attention

1.1 Begin with an unusual or incongruous illustration.

1.2 Provide an illustration that relates what will be learned to

what already has been learned. (Refer to A-1.)

1.3 Provide an illustration that relates what will be learned to

something or someone of importance or interest to the learner.

1.4 Illustrate an incentive for completing the lesson, chapter or

unit successfully.

1.5 Choose an illustration size so that the learner can discriminate

relevant features and so that the illustration is attractive

and maintains interest (Brody, 1982).

1.6 Use learning cues in the illustration (underlining, boxes,

arrows, circles, labels, etc.). Refer to 8-5.

1.7 Use photos to aid relating to the real world (Merrill &

Bunderson, 1981).

1.8 Use as many visual formats (such as photographs, graphics,

drawings, cartoons, etc.) as feasible. (Compare with A-6.)

1.9 Use illustrations that contain dynamic rather than static

figures (Brody, 1980).

1.10 Use humorous illustrations; be cautious with older learners,

however (Sewell & Moore, 1980).

lAdapted from Mengel (1982), except as otherwise noted.
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1.11 Use a reference in text to direct learner attention to an

illustration "at th4 point most appropriate fo.. learning"

(Brody, 1982). Refer to A-8.

1.12 Use a figure caption to help focus learner interaction with the

illustration; a title, description, explanation or question

may be used (Brady, 1982).

Event 2: Informing the learner of the objective(s)

2.1 Provide illustrated example(s) of. the expected performance(s).

Event 3: Stimulating recall of prerequisites

3.1 Illustrate prerequisite performance(s).

3.2 Use a visual analogy to something already known bythe learner.

3.3 Use an illustration-to relate what will be learned to the

learner'slrevious experience. (Also Brody, 1982.)

Event 4: Presenting the stimulus material

General

4.1 Use learning cues in the illustration. (See 1.6 and B-5.)

4.2 Use illustrations to support the text content. (See A-12 and B -2.)

4.3 Present a visually appealing layout of text and illustrations.

4.4 Use illustrations that are of interest and relevant to the learner.

4.5 Use illustrations that are technically accurate.

4.6 Use the proper amount of detail in the illustratiop. (See

A-79 A-13.)

4.7 Place illustrations near the related textual content (same or

facing page); actual position of illustration (left, right,

below, above) probably doesnq matter (Bogusch, 1983).

23
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Verbel information

4.8 Provide a visual analogy to aid comprehension.

-4.9 Provide a visual representation of related information (Ho]liday,

1976).

4.10 Use a schematic to show spatial information (Merrill & Bunderson,

1981). The more spatial the information to be learned, the

more the learner will benefit from an illustration (Dwyer, 1978;

Levie & Lentz, 1982).

Intellectual skills

4.11 Use illustrations to teach discriminations of objects or symbols.

Introduce three to seven at one time, then introduce new objects

or symbols with a review of previous learning (Merrill & Bunder-

son, 1981).

4.12 Use color in an illustration only if the objective requires

color discrimination (Dwyer, 1978; Merrill & Bunderson, 1981).

Color is expensive.

4.13 Use simplified illustrations to present examples and non-

examples for concrete concept learning (Merrill & Bunderson, 1981).

4.14 Use both visual and textual analogies to explain an abstract

defined concept, such as electric current (Merrill & Bunderson,

1981).

4.15 Provide illustrations if rule use involves unfamiliar concrete

concepts (Merrill & Bunderson, 1981).

Cognitive Strategies

4.16 Provide illustrations if problem situations involve perception

of characteristics of unfamiliar objects or events (Merrill &

'Bunderson, 1981).

24
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Attitudes

4.17 Use illustrations with a human model to demonstrate choice of

and/or results of personal action.

Motor Skills

4.18 Use a series of illustrations to show positions or movement

with time (pseudo-animation) (Merrill & Bunderson, 1981).

4.19 Provide a series of illustrations with text for a complex

procedure with new motor skills (Merrill & Bunderson, 1981).

4.20 Provide pictorial or schematic illustrations showing parts for

procedure using known motor skills (Merrill & Bunderson, 1981).

Event 5: Providing learning .uidanc#

NOTE: Many of the Principles listed under Event 4: presenting the stimulus

material also contain implicit learning guidance, functioning in an

explicative fashion.

Verbal Information

5.1 Use an illustration to provide the learner with links to a

larger meaningful context.

5.2 Place the illustration before information to be learned to

serve as an overview of the new material (Brody, 1982).

Event 6: Eliciting performance

6.1 Use illustrations for review and practice of identification

(concrete concepts) (Olsen & Bogusch, Note 4).

Event 7: Providing feedback

7.1 Use an illustration to show the results of proper performance.

Event 8: Assessing performance

8.1 Use illustrations to test concrete concepts (Szabo, Dwyer &

DeMilo, 1981).

25.
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3.2 Use illustrations to test procedure sequences (Lee, Note 3).

Event 9: Enhancing retention and transfer

9.1 Provide illustration for learner to use to form mental images

for recall-(Patvio, 1971) or for mental organization (Bernard,

Peterson & Ally, 1981).

Provide an. illustrated mnemonic to aid learner recall of

information or a rule (Lc in, 1979).

9.3 Place illustration after verbal information to be learned to

facilitate review (Brody & Legenza, 1980; Brody, 1982).

9.4 Use a diagram to summarize and/or show relationships of

information presented in text (Holliday, 1976; Lee, Note 3).

26
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Perception Principles'

z

Principle A-1. Include both familiar and unfamiliar content in

the illustration, especially content that has been recently seen.

Perception is relative, not absolute (1.1). In particular, a learner's

perception of something new is relative to immediate past experience,

as well as to how the learner feels, what (s)he seeks and what others

think. Using°"perceptual relativity" can help the instructional designer

predict and 'Control learher perceptions.

Principle A-2. Emphasize important aspects of the illustration to

guide selective perception; de-emphasize other aspects to prevent

distraction.

Perception is selective (1.2). Only a few visual stimuli can or will

be.attended to by the learner-at one time. In addition, learner perceptual

capacity is limited.

Principle A-3. Organize the. .''ontent of the illustration in a natural

or logical way.

A learner's perception is organized (1.3). This organization is

determined in part by the organization of the stimulus, and in part by

the organization imposed or constructed by the perceiver. The organization

0

of the stimulus affects the speed and the accuracy of the learner's

perception (1.3a).

'Adapted from Fleming and Levie (1978) except as otherwise noted. Numbers

in parentheses refer to Fleming's and Levie's Fri
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Principle A -4. Be sure what is important in the illustration

stands out.

Separation of the field of an illustration into figure and ground

is the simplest visual organization done by the learner (1.3b). The

important elements of the visual message should be perceived as figure,

which are then given more attention (1.21). Characterist cs of both

figure and ground affect perception (1.22).

Principle A-5. Use simple, rather than complex, sketches and drawings.

Adding the details to an open or incomplete figure is a type of

visual organization by the learner (1.3c). Too much simplification in

the illustration risks misperception of the designer's intentions by

the learner, who may impose the wrong organization.

Principle A-6. Be consistent in the design or style of illus-

trations.

What the learner expects, i.e. the learner's mental set, influences

what is selected, organized and interpreted from an illustration (1.4).

Consistency will help control the variety of ways learners will perceive

the illustrated messages.

Principle A-7. Use the appropriate amount of complexity in the

illustration.

Message complexity tends to draw and hold attention, as long as

learner perceptual capacities are not exceeded (1.9). A learner may

stop paying attention to material that is perceived as too simple'.

Optimum levels of complexity depend upon the nature of the learners and

their interests. Brody (1978) suggests that increasing illustration

complexity to maintain attention must be balanced against simplification
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to aid in learning from the illustration.

Principle A-8. Use print (verbal) cues to direct learner attention

to the illustration.

Attention is directed (1.10). Learner interests, needs and experience

are sources of direction. Attention can also be directly influenced.

Principle A-9. Use horizontal and vertical lines in the illustration

as anchors to help learners make spatial distinctions.

Verticals and horizontals are more accurately judged for spatial

orientation than are diagonals (1.18, 1.51). Vision is better than

hearing for making spatial distinctions.

Principle A-10. Use symmetry to minimize potential false inter-

pretations within the illustration.

Different interpretations of the content may be possible within a

complex illustration. The learner will likely perceive the simplest

and most symmetrical figure (1.25). See A-13.

Principle A-11. Use a linked sequence of illustrations to suggest

the passage of time.

Use of any code to suggest passage of time must be known blot

learners or must be taught to them (p. 48). A standard or frame of

reference may be required (1.52).

Princiyle A-12. Reinforce visual information with verbal information

and vice-versa.

During processing, pictorial stimuli can be recoded into mental

propositions, and verbal stimuli can be recoded into mental images (1.28b)

(also Paivio, 1971) thereby improving memorability.

29
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Principle A-13. Match\the information content of the illustration

with the capabilities of the learners - neither too much no: too little,

neither too complex nor .too simple.

Encoding complex stimuli limits other mental processing actions

(1.29). The amount,of information learners process depends on the amount

present and the depth of processing required (1.30). Learners will chunk

available information for processing based on the size of the stimulus

and their experience and intentions (1.32). If the information is

perceived as organized, then more processing is likely (1.33). As

learning progresses, more realistic illustrations may be used to approxi-

mate the real world environment (Merrill and Bunderson, 1981).

Principle A-14. To foster discriminations within the illustration,

use grouping so that relevant differences or similarities are apparent

to the learner.

Objects or events perceived as different will be separately

grouped (1.39); those perceived as similar will be organized together

(1.40). Objects and events encountered in proximity tend to be viewed

as related (1.42).

Principle A -15. Represent objects unfamiliar to the learner with

more accuracy that familiar objects.

Familiar objects may be minimally represented since they will be

perceived to have all the known attributes of the objects (perceptual

constancy, 1.43). Representations of unfamiliar objects require more

accuracy to be adequately perceived.

Principle A-16. Use a pattern or organization within the illustration

to suggest a relationship to the learner.
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Perception of a relationship is facilitated when objects or events

are seen as part of a common pattern or organization (1.44). Use inclusive

devices such As circles, rectangles or free form lines; arrange components

in a left-to-right or top=to-bottom manner; accentuate part of the

message (1.45).

Principle A-17. Use relative size, linear perspective, texture

gradient, upward angular location of grounded objects, interposition and

filled space to suggest depth in the illustration.

The listed factors influence perceived depth (1.48). Relative size

varies inversely with distance. Linear perspective changes the longitudinal

dimension from near to far. Texture gradient refers to the disappearance

of texture with increasing distance. Near grounded objects usually touch

at the bottom of the illustration, farther objects toward the top. Inter-

position is the overlap of near objects over far objects. Filled space

increases depth perception compared to empty space.

Principle A-18, Use shadows and sharp lines in the illustration to

suggest solidity and depth.

Directional lighting produces sharp shadows and influences

perception of solidity and depth (1.50).

Principle A-19. Use blurring or streaking of static figures or

place limbs in active positions to suggest motion in the illustration.

Motion perception is related to both temporal and spatial factors(1.54).

Principle A-20. Use verbal descriptions plus illustrations to

describe motor'skill or procedure movements.

Adequate perception of movements will result where the movements are

simple, independent and capable of being described simply, and where the

learner experiences no orientation difficulties (p. 87).

kg,
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Memory Principlesi

Principle 8-1. Make the illustration meaningful by using familiar

content in an organized way.

Meaningful learning is acquired more easily and retained longer

than whatever is percived as meaningless or arbitrary (2.1). Meaning-

fulness follows from perceived organization. Refer to A-1 and A-3.

Principle 8-2. Use the illustration to make the text more concrete.

Concrete things are more easily learned and remembered (2.8).

Pictures of objects are better remembered than their names (2.8a).

Principle 8-3. For a learner in a new content area, both text and

illustrations should begin with the more concrete before becoming more

abstract.

As a learner becomes more sophisticated in a subject, he or she

will be able to learn more abstract concepts, which will be helped by

concrete illustrations (2.9). Learners typically respond less concretely/

more abstractly than they perceive (2.10).

Principle 8-4. Accentuate criterial features and reduce emphasis

on non-criterial features within the illustration, especially where

the non-criterial features are more salient (dominant) than the criterial

features. (Criterial features are the attributes of the illustration

relevant to the learning objective; non-criterial features are not

relevant. Refer to Principles A-2 and A-4.)

tzN
1Adapted from Fleming and Levie (1978) except as otherwise noted. Numbers
in parentheses refer to Fleming's and Levie's Principles.
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"Learning is facilitated where criterial (features) are salient"

(2.12). Maximizing differences between criterial and non-criterial features

facilitates discrimination (2.37).

Learning what is relevant is influenced by the extent to which the

instruction controls the stimuli perceived and used in learning (2.11,

2.12). A common instructional designer error is to overlook the distinction

between what is presented to the learner (the nominal stimulus) and what

is perceived and used in learning (the effective stimulus). Instruction

is an attempt to control the effective stimulus by the manipulation of

the nominal stimulus ( p. 113).

Deciding what illustration features to manipulate and how should

result from an adequate analysis of the information, skill or task

being learned. Refer to the Illustration Decision Principles.

Principle B-5. Use learning cues in the illustration which are

familiar and/or which call attention to criterial/Aatures, similarities,

differences and relationships.
I/4

"Added cues which are familiar and/or dinect attention to relation-

ships can facilitate learning" (2.18).

Principle 8-6. For initial instruction use illustrations which

contain maximally accentuated criterial features or extensive cueing.

Reduce accentuation and cueing as the learner becomes more capable.

Consider using drawings first, then photographs (see Principle A -13).

Use of accentuation and cueing should be viewed as a temporary

crutch during learning; the learner should be moved towards dealing with

reality (2.13). Maximum accentuation and cueing helps assure initial

correct associations and discriminations (2.37).
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Principle 8-7. Contrive associations in the illustration to tacili-

tate the learning of relationships between information or concepts.

(Compare with Principle A-12.)

Use of an illustration will improve the memory strength of an

association (2.22). An illustration also may facilitate generation and

retention of a relational mental linage (2.31). Levin (1979) suggests

that this is "transformation" with the illustration acting as a mnemonic

device.

Principle B-8. The organization of the illustration must be apparent

to the learner. (See Principle A-3.)

Learning is facilitated when the to-be-learned material is organized

and the organization is obvious (2.26).
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APPENDIX B

Assembling a GM Starter - Versions I, II, and III
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Assembling a GM Starter

Written by Ronald C. Lawn

Mustrations by Gary "Ace" Carroll

Copyright © IWO by Ronald C. Lawn. Al riffs rennet
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ilamebilia GM SUM

WW1 you eel* sottylog this promo" you
should be able es do the Mowing art a oats

1. MOS do mos at Whigs pate of die
storm demo the comet draw* of sect
P1111-

2. Choose itateemus the diode how to
carsectly isumbb the 1111110N

3. Choose Marie. that show the props
way to onmeoble the starter.

4. Mods the owes Mikes ar Nelms with
rha kicedon or port whore it I soot

S. Fora oirso type of pot, idiot* how
romy aro wed io the outer mesobly.

When we SIM ittylas tble preadrau you
*add Ito able to do the fallowlor

ClIvee a dhemeohled Ohl war mod the
requIred lade, amble the mom
without NAN* to a unto saused or
odor two link 10 1131111101.
amabhd stattr ono r property whoa
c000ssed to a Wei.
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Awillablinle GM Sr

Al* you hem dimmenbied the rum and wed de ea% yon mote emote, the mama pub to NW. Q.
Robs d delietive pots with new mmi.

STEP 1 Amembie the noun drive ammo* on
the *mow. To do ti*:

1.1 Wrap s shop rem attend the et.
mare to mom k. Than moi
the erromn. shift up, in s fie.

CAUTION: TIGHTEN NE VW JUST
ENOUGH TO kap NE
ARMATURE. OVER.T1GHTENING
Vita CAUSE DAMAGE!!

1,2 Lubec= the drive end end the
worm sow of the inustom theft
with !ignitible (wh* Me).

1.3 Install the muter drive emembly
onto the armature shaft with the
Onion peer away From the
ummme 2

1.4 Side do Milne OM the
mann abaft pee the woo.
aht the (Mild Ode away from
the Mei= gear.

1.3 Race die snip tin as the dd.,
end and pine a robber hemmer
on it. non tap On rubber hew
nor with a hill peen beannor to
nen the map dn. Sikh do amp
tine down into the WOW.

NOTE: if the men ring
I ant nos in the Mr*
yes *add awn it with
a piers~

1.6 Side the thrun washer onto the
shaft tunil its boulder towhee
the nen rite in the groove.



1.7 =ais the thrust wader and or-M
omp

rf.vaCre into
she rodos.

1.8 Remove the moan smo*
from the vim.

STEP 2 mark Is the pato In do drhe tor
houghs. To do thin

2.1 Lubricate the drio 'ea Won.
bulldog with luhritime fvoldia
Slot lk*

2.2 Padden the sake at the WO
isver/plosper monshb co do
cam of the drive ameashly

2.3 Slide the aotnitits ham pies in
do drive fps housini;

2.4 Weed do plot ghat dam* the
dna...so housing end shift
sod bad in sop rieg

STEP 3 Instal the golanaid on the drive gag
boudoir To do this:

3.1 Secure do somobled augature.
mew Mae mean* ad drive
gear heaths in vise. wid: the
connoutatar od op.

32 Cos the foot of the scionoid
flop with a infiable
(dame or Penman 113).

3.3 Place the nem aping mar the
*aim

3.4 hoed the soloold ova the
plums and hold it in Sam In.
stall and tiehten dm anemand
mews.

STEP 4 Instal the Add from To do this:

4.1 Nets and 'another the bon
of the threaded holes ist the drive
end Musicg far the thumb
hob.

a

4.2 Carefully hors the field flume
over the ate areately.

4.3 Synod the four hobo 'pert so
the they ma aide into place cm
the comontator

4,4 Rome the field frame wall the
Held cod =unctions do with
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the garter tam of the
solenoid.

CAUTION: The nthot
h
oe

drive
Add

wot
o drop

hoadall-

SIEP 5 bud the take umber an do
od of the mei= shag.

STEP 6 Lukeion the commuster and Own
bobber with bandpieme bat*

STEP 7 Inguitibe poomeaser aid piste. To

3

dodgy

7.1 piece the comencuseir aid pate
ova the estor don god tend
fans

71 TurS the COME1114111 ad phut
'until the bolo lino op vith the
thondni bolts in do drive fog
hough*

7.3 land do through bolo Von
diem eVild, sad eateSi

STEP 8 Anna the lidd conaredoos so the
salasoid gam sensind ohs the con-
nection eh w.
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Mustratioas by Gary "A Carroll
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Copyright 19111 by Ronald C. Lang= All rights reserved.
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Afflekleagglit

MEINIUMIEft
Nebel Yang Ibab soabgao ads Moeda% los

gboald bet able as do die tbillowbog ea a um
I. Gear the arm of Mom ma of the

maw abeam the coma drawbo at oak

2. Qom oanalas diet datribs bow to
comady memble deg runic
away drawing dug 'bow the prow
way go enable the maw

4. Math the w. Maim at Nam ebb
do bad= or pen atoms is le nod.

5. For oirgo wag of part. Worn Sow
may an and is the saw maw

NMEMMIMMEMI
Mao yam adds oaths ads madam YOU

*add be able to as die foligmbop
Chu a disegegobled GM mar and the
mooked oak osabb the Ififfit,
widen allaraw go a mike mood .
oder/ mom wbbla 10 alum. The
assubled tam moat' progody *ohm
ocaeogged go a bate,.
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Assembibmie GM Stater

Ma w have dftmennbled the sumer mid
teased the pmts. you aunt swenhie the stem
(Mime 1). Rohm 41 defective pens with ow
oes.

Apse L Aineftd mum

STEP 1 Ass sable the wear drive mend* on
the armatura. To do thin

1.1 Wrap a shop rei around the si-
mmers to prow it. Ilea mom
the annature, shaft asp. in a vise
as shown In Figure 2. .

2

R

CAUIION: TIGHTEN THE VISE JUST
ENOUGH TO HOLD THE
ARMATURE. OVERTIGHTENINO
V41.1. CAUSE DAMAGE!

1.2 latalcat;the Mee ant *ad al_
et the =mu shaft

(white labs). See

* 1.3 Install the saner drive amenbil
onto the arms= shaft with the
pinion par away from the ar-
mature (Figure 3),

Ode the retaken also the es
mann shaft pan the move,
with the cupped side way front
the Onion pa. as shown In
Figure 3.

1.5 Place die snap ring an the drive
end and Diana s rubber hansom
on it. Then up the rubber ham .
mar with a ball pest hummer to
sten the soap 11134. Ode the snap
ring down into the groove. See
Ream 3.



NOM If the amp ring
is am somg in die groom
mu *mid spa= k whh
a pillar.

1.6 Slide the damn wader onto the
she* tang its shoulder toad=
the map ring in the groove
aiSur.

Pipe amemkg the Mmes wairr eml maw
1111011m

SIQUI=

1k Titan

4M11111IIMIlb,
1.7 Somme the shawl washer and m-

ud= together uslas two plus.
as shown in Ripe 4. Thh will
force the map ring into the
MINN.

IA Remote the annum assembly
from the vise.

STEP 2 Amentble the perm in the drive gear
housing. To do *he

2.1 Labriome the drive gem housing
lambing with lebriplate (white
We). So Rpm S.

Rpm L Liter the Moe gm ilmis bibs. 'frz
theft

Dal

sampasen
IlmmOPP'

3
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2.2 As shown in Figaro 6. maim
the yoke of the shift
frawriyhemar amend* at the
war of the drive esennbly.

2.3 Slide the mennhies Into place in
dm *he mar basins.

2.4 hind the pivot shaft Omagh the
chive per housing imd shift kw
and imtell its map f (Pigmy

STEP 3 WW1 the solenoid on the chive gnu
hoeing (e 7). To do thim

3.1 Settee the ammelded annanne,
soother Mrs assembly and dries
pm basins in a vim with the
commutator and up.

33 coat the front of the solenoid
theme aids a sokehle sedum
Wean or Penmen p2).



3.3 Kw the rem sad= mu the
Phut ilec

3.4 herd the idenold ow the
plunges end hold it in piece. Its
eel esti tinhten the moundes
mews.

STEP 4 hod field frame. lb do dem

4.1 Note
al t he la rare

the themes boks.
Seeeee 3,

42 Cuddly lower the Odd frees
ore the ammo esiensbty, as
shown la Hoare &

4.3 As shown in Fevre 9. spread the
four blahs spout so the they
eau slide into place co the
comenear.
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0.4 Rage the Odd frame until the
field eel coemeadans is with
the tome wrested of the
schemed, es in Name 8.

CAUTION: al the Odd hem shown in& %Vs hem the hale le the

STEP 5 NUB the bath wader as the end at
the =Neu dieft. See Film la

SW 6 lebrieete the comenamear end pie
buddei with WNW' (white htb) as
shown in Fig= 10.

STEP 7 bag the acessemetar and plate
(Hem 10). To do dde

7.1 rho" the aommateter end pine
owr the amours shalt end Odd
fives

7.2 Ten the nor aid Ode
sled the hake be ye with the
themeled hake in the delve cod
Isonsing.

7.3 heal the decants bake debt=
then wetly amd seedy.

STEP $ Attach the Odd coil etesemeioes to die
saiesaid stew tamed using the caw
wake mew (see Hone I)).

awe IL Orgill* Or mily.

End Ms

re
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Auemblina a GM Starter

)
Written 17)i itc4ald C. Lawn

Illustrations` by Gary "Ace" Carroll
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After you have dismenanbied the matte and toted the parte, yan mat seeanbie Nurser 1). WOW
111 deka* patts with new ann.

STEP 1 Awn* the stem drhe 'numbly on
the annum. Tb do this;

1.1 Wisp a shop rag nrcaind the ar-
mature co grata it. Then mount
tbe annettgo. abaft up, in a vise.

CAUTION: TIGHTEN DE V JUST
ENOUGH TO HOLD THE
ARMATURE, OVEXTIGHTENING
WILL CAUSE DAMAGE,

12 Lubricate the drive ad and the
WO= gar of the maim shaft
with lubriphav (what tubs).

1.3 Inneil the natter *he asenatity
onto the armour: shaft with the
Pinion par away horn the ar-
mature, 4S thaw in Spun 2.
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1.4 Slide the maim onto the at.
manna shaft past the groove.
with the cupped side away from
the pinion Der.

1.3 Place the tam shag an the sous
end and place a rubber hammer
on it. Than tap the robber lene
mar with a beli peen imam co
out the mop tits, Slide the soap
ring dawn kin the groom
NOM If the amp dig
is ow um is the .00,4
you should awns it nth
a pile.

1.6 Sikle the thrust wane, onto dm
shaft until in dunk* toadies
the map ring in the game
GRPre

1.7 Squint the dram voodow and
together using two pilare

(sea Pont 3). This will fame the
snip rift lino the miner.

1.8 Remove the armature assembly
from the visa

STEP 2 Mani* the parts In the drive gew
homing To do Me

2.1 Lubricate the drive gear homing
busbies whit luhriplate (widte
tube).

2.2 Position the yoke of the shift
leveripiungn asemaddy an the
coder of the drive asemably, as
shown in Flare 4.

2.3 Slide the assess Imo place in
the tithe Deer housing

2.4 hand the pivot shaft through the
drive per hanky and shift lever
and installits snap ring.

STEP 3 Install the solenoid an the drive sear
housing To do tins:

3.1 Secure the assanaird artnanne.
garter drive assembly and drive
gear homing in with the
commutawr end up.

3.2 Coax the from of the sok:said
flange with a sidtabie sonata
(silicone or Permutes OA no
Figure 1.

3.3 Place the return spring over the
alueSer Mr= 5).
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Imo. 3. Smsming she dose lair r maw
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ltaus Washer



3.4 Wadi the rokoold over the
phosor sod hold it k ph=
alstrre 5). hog ad daises the
masithre mom .

STEP 4 hold the field fame. To do chit

4.1 blear end deseether the loadoes
of the draded hoist in the drive
ad had* for the datablb
bolts.

4.2 Cent* lowa the field frame
over the atoseaue aderably.

4.3 Speed the boar hanks on. es
rhown lb Fit= 6 so they
as dile Iwo piece cm the
COMMOVIOr.

4.4 Rat* the fled frame iddl the
field cad cormealoas digo with

- the ram tended of the
roleadd. Ste Rpm 7.

CAUTION: As Ala the dun of the

glidgajor Imo the Late

STEP 3 Wall the bake wadar
Fl
on

le 1
the ad of

the adman she&
S

0.

STEP 6 Lubriestv the comasestor end pis*
both* with lehriplai (while hdre).

STEP 7 hate the cometutetor and pate. To
do this:

7.1 Pim the cosatuasor cod piste
oar the ardatere theft sad (laid
frame.

7.2 tun the commotator rad plate
until the hold Roe up with the
amidst bob is the drive aid
hosed&

7.3 lestall the thraugh beam tightest
them evady sod reaudy.

STEP 8 Attach the field coil coroddiad to the
solo id sena termial ode the cow
nation screw.

4
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